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SCIENCE
LOCALLY RELEVANT. GLOBALLY IMPACTFUL.

Make a Gift to SCIENCE

2019 COLLEGE PROFILE

"Reaching for the Stars," our latest College of Science Profile magazine, includes alumni engagement, groundbreaking research and a special introduction from the Dean.

READ IT ONLINE

ALUMNI HIGHLIGHTS

The fifth annual Tigers on Call, which will be held Nov. 1 in the Hendrix Student Center, will match current students who are interested in pursuing careers in health care with Clemson alumni and friends in these fields.

SCIENCE BLOG

SCIENCE TAILGATE

There is still time to register for the Science Tailgate Drop-In on Saturday, Sept. 21. We will begin at 4:30 p.m. on the Fike Deck at the Swann Fitness Center. Registration is required by noon on Sept. 19. Go Tigers!

REGISTER HERE

COLLEGE NEWS

From launching rockets to studying salamanders, the College of Science has been in the news locally, nationally and globally. Scroll through our stories to learn more about our research and other happenings.

SCIENCE ROUNDUP

Visit Clemson.edu/Science
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